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Pulse solution
for Education
vertical



Education institutions such as
schools, college, training institutes,
online portals needs specialised
services and dedicated solutions to
address the growing needs and also
to handle the changing business
demands

PULSE TELESYSTEMS PVT LTD

Education vertical needs
customized telecom solution to
address needs of students. Its also
important to address the needs of
the accrediting bodies



DEDICATED INTERNET ACCESS

Pulse provides dedicated internet access with
superior uptime, high availability and circuit which is
proactively monitored. Proactive monitoring also
helps to address the situation at site particularly
when the network administrator is not available

Pulse provides 99.5%
uptime
Feasible in all locations 

BURSTABLE BANDWIDTH
Pulse can provide burstable bandwidth option to
facilitate internet needs in situations such as online
exams, valedictory functions, convocations etc. this
feature is subjected to feasibility



Recruit more doctors.
Our first key focus. SIP SERVICES

REMOTE MONITORING AND ON-SITE SUPPORT

INDIA'S PREMIMUM VOIP SERVICE
Manage the delivery of voice information over the
internet with Pulse's top service quality and 24/7
instant support.

Pulse can provide SIP calling services for
domestic and international along with
cloud telephony setup

Pulse offers both onsite and remote
assistance and support to facilitate
online exams, audits, validictory
function, conferences etc.



WIFI AND HOTSPOT
Pulse can provide high end wifi and hotspot solutions to
handle changing needs of educational institution. This
includes providing wifi services to hostels, cafeteria etc.
Firewall and security services

CLOUD FIREWALL

Pulse cloud firewall services are robust, scalable and
is customizable. Pulse firewall services is in-built with
content filtering feature which restricts access to
unwanted sites and content



IVR BLAST
Pulse IVR blast helps educational institute to
announce the information to students about fees
structure and internal and external info's etc..

ADMISSION SOFTWARE
Pulse admission software is really helpful to
students who can address and register their info's
and get register easily PULSE CONTACT CENTRE

Pulse Cloud Contact Centre can transform your  
setup to a full-featured, scalable and reliable
multi-channel solution providing your
customers with the best experience without
hassle.



Pulse CCTV solutions can be customised based on
customer needs 

CCTV

By availing services from Pulse, educational
institutions can cherish the benefit of a single
solution provider for end to end solutions. This
saves time, cost and makes operations easy and
smooth. By availing these services from Pulse,
customers needn’t coordinate with multiple
solution providers in case of any outage or AMC
or during any upgradation activities. Wifi and
hotspot devices used by Pulse can handle large
number of users thereby adhering to the
dynamic needs



BIOMETRICS
Pulse Biometric is a security system that
provides conditional access after scanning for
unique physical characteristics. A reader scans
the face, fingers, irises and veins for unique
traits, converts the data into digital format
(template) and then uses a complex algorithm
to make a match. According to Pulse, the
system is foolproof and there is little or no
chance of it being misused, making it a must
have for home owners, financial institutions,
corporate IT companies, transport companies
and many more industries.



Encrypted
VPN Tunnel

Internet
 Service 
Provider

Pulse offers a cloud VPN facility with
unlimited bandwidth

  Creates secure tunnel between the
Networks 

colleges servers can able to 
access securely by 

pulse secure VPN network
with Zero infra cost and

 24*7 technical support and 
user friendly

 
 

PULSE CLOUD VPN SERVICE



The most straightforward and astounding aspect of our
audio conference solution is that anybody from any part of
the world can join and speak to anyone. Thereby every
individual remains connected at any point in time or in any
emergency. 
Pulse sets its banner flying on Audio conferencing solutions
customized for ventures and corporates inclined toward
simple communication.

INDIA'S ADVANCED
AUDIO CONFERENCE
SERVICE



FEW OF OUR PRESTIGIOUS CUSTOMERS 

PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING
COLLEGE

 

MGR EDUCATIONAL AND
RESEARCH INSTITUE

TAMIL NADU PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND SPORTS UNIVERSITY

SINDHI MODEL SCHOOL OF
EXCELLENCE

ST JOSEPH COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING

https://prathyusha.edu.in/contact/


Connect with us

Contact no : 044-4000-1800 

w w w . p u l s e . i n

Email us: sales@pulse.in


